In this paper we study the four point correlation function χ 4 of collective density fluctuations in a nonequilibrium liquid. The equilibration is controlled by a modified stretched exponential behavior 0
A general feature emerging from simulations [1, 2] of the particle dynamics in a liquid is that at a given instant the atomic motions in different environments in the structurally disordered system evolve differently. And yet the fluid particles constantly move and rearrange so that the distinctions between different spatial environments of the fluid are transient. Understanding this complex and evolving situation, generally termed as dynamic heterogeneities [3] is facilitated through the study of the multi particle correlation functions.
The multi point structure of the correlation function is useful in probing the cooperative nature of the dynamics since it involves incorporating the information at two different spatial points corresponding to two different times simultaneously. In a number of recent works, a dynamic length scale [4] [5] [6] [7] depicting the strongly correlated nature of the supercooled liquid dynamics has been obtained analyzing a four point correlation function [8] . The different types of four point functions which have been studied in this respect involve some distinct property of the fluid [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] like mobility or density of a tagged particle. In the present paper we study the dynamics in terms of that of the set {ρ(x, t), g(x, t)} respectively denoting the local densities of mass and momentum of the fluid. The nature of decay in the fluctuations of these conserved fields is also the focus of the microscopic theory, termed as as the mode coupling theory (MCT) for the slow dynamics in a supercooled liquid.
We compute the time dependent correlation function χ 4 (q m , t) (to be defined below) involving the collective densities ρ(x, t) at four points. Here q m corresponds to the first maximum of structure factor. The four point function develops a sharp peak at a time t = t p (say) and eventually decays out at larger times. The dynamic length ξ(T ), identified from analyzing [15] the four point function χ 4 (q, t p ), grows roughly by a factor of three over the corresponding temperature range. The quantity χ 0 ≡ χ 4 (0, t p ) grows as ξ (2−η) with the correlation length ξ with the exponent 2 − η = 2.1. In the non equilibrium state without time translation invariance [16] , the four point function χ 4 (t, t w ) for several different values of the waiting (aging) time t w , is seen to overlap in the α-relaxation regime. The corresponding frequency transforms χ 4 (ω, t w ) collapse on a modified Kohlrausch-WilliamsWatts (MKWW) relaxation curve relaxation time τ (t w ) dependent on t w . This is similar to the behavior seen in two point correlations [17, 18] .
We consider the product F (q; t, t w ) ≡ δρ(q, t + t w )δρ(q, t w ) of the fourier transform of the density fluctuations δρ(x, t) = ρ(x, t) − ρ 0 corresponding to wave vector q at times t + t w and t w respectively. In the following t w will be referred to as the wait-ing or aging time. The normalized two point function is the noise averaged quantity C(q, t + t w , t w ) = F (q; t, t w ) / F (q, t w , t w ) . The long time limit of the equilibrium averaged quantity < F (q; t, 0) > eq ≡ C(q, t) changes discontinuously at the ergodicity non-ergodicity (ENE) transition of the MCT. The four point function χ 4 (q; t, t w ) normalized with respect to its initial value is defined as,
To calculate these time correlation functions we need the dynamical equations controlling the time evolution of density fluctuations in the liquid. The stochastic equations of fluctuating nonlinear hydrodynamics (FNH) for the coarse grained densities {ρ(x, t), g(x, t)} are written in the form :
where v o = 1/ √ βm denotes the thermal speed at temperature T . Here θ i denotes the thermal noise which is assumed to be gaussian and white. The noise correlation is related to the bare transport matrix L subroutines. From this data the two point and four point correlation functions are respectively obtained. Several runs for the dynamic evolution of the system driven by the noise is considered. Equilibrium is inferred when time translational invariance of the correlation function is observed, i.e., the two time correlation function C(t w , t + t w ) depends on t only.
This is attained at increasingly larger t w as the liquid is further supercooled.
We equilibrated the system at average density ρ * 0 = 1.10 and temperatures respectively at T * = 1.0, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 and 0.5. For even lower temperatures T * = 0.4 the system does not equilibrate within the maximum time limit of computation time. The ratio of the two characteristic lengths σ/h = 4.6 is kept fixed. The data for ρ(x, t) and g(x, t) at each of the grid points are stored for times at equal intervals extending up to a maximum time t max depending on the temperature T * . For T * = .6 we have t max (2000τ 0 ). To study the equilibrium correlation functions, we consider large enough initial times t w . A key observation from our computation of the two and the four point correlation functions, using the same density fluctuation data is that the temperature dependence of the relaxation time τ α (T ) (obtained from C(t)) differs qualitatively from that of the dynamic length scale ξ(T ) (obtained from χ 4 (t)). We observe that the τ α (T ) tends to diverge around a relatively higher temperature (T c ) while the growth of ξ(T ) is appears at best to be linked to an underlying transition at T g or T K [23] and not to the MCT transition at T c .
To focus on the nonequilibrium dynamics we study the waiting time (t w ) dependence of the four point function χ 4 (t, t w ) defined in eqn. (1) for t w = 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000. The χ 4 (t) in each case grows to a peak of height χ P (t w ) (say) at time t = t p (t w ). This is shown in Fig. 4 . The peak time t p grows with t w and reaches a maximum at an intermediate t w before equilibrating for even longer waiting times as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 . The peak height χ P of the corresponding χ 4 (t, t w ) increases with t w , signifying growing dynamic correlation. A parametric plot of χ 4 (t, t w ) vs. C(t, t w ) is useful for understanding the evolution of the two point and four point correlations in the non equilibrium system. The α-relaxation parts of the χ 4 (t, t w ) curves for different t w overlap [24] with the corresponding two point function C(t, t w ) being shifted by a t independent part f (t w ). We plot in Fig. 5 the χ 4 (t, t w ) with respect to the quantityC(t, t w ) = C(t, t w ) + f (t w ). The part f (t w ) decays to zero as equilibrium is reached as shown in the inset of Fig. 5 . We transform the χ 4 (t, t w ) with respect to time t to obtain χ 4 (ω, t w ) corresponding to frequencies given by ωτ 0 =.0001,.0005,.001, and .01. The data for all ω values fit well to the form
where χ i (ω) and χ f (ω) respectively denote the initial and final values of the χ 4 at the corresponding ω. The relaxation function g(t w ) has limiting values 1 and 0 respectively as t w →0 and ∞. In the main Fig. 6 we show how the data for all frequencies at T * = .6 collapse on a single curve (solid line) giving a frequency independent g(t w ). The inset displays the t w dependence of the relaxation time τ (t w ) characterizing the MKWW form of g(t w ). The relaxation time τ (t w ) increases with t w implying that aging slows down at longer waiting time t w . This is similar to the observed behavior [17, 18] with respect to the two point functions (dashed line in the main figure) obtained from experimental data. However for the four point functions the time t w to reach saturation in τ (t w ) is much longer than that for two point case (see inset of Fig. 6 ).
We have demonstrated here that the appearance of a growing peak in the four point for four point functions; Inset (b) τ 2 (t w ) for two point functions.
